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The Forest City Annual is back for a second year, this time in Deering Oaks. It has improved quite a 
bit.

For one thing, it is no longer on Congress Street, which is as awful a place to show sculpture as can be 
imagined. Deering Oaks is a great place. For another, it has given up that specious idea that a show 
should be defined by a material. This time, the pieces all relate in some way to the park and trees but 
aren't all made from wood. The artists who made pieces for the park are Mary Anderson, John
BonSignore, James Calderwood, Beth Galston, Lucy Hodgson, Douglas Kornfeld, Lin Lisberger, Sam 
Shaw, Steven Siegel and Leslie Wilcox. The organization Spiral Arts has also done some projects for 
the event.

One the whole, the show is a pretty good cross-section of the kinds of sculpture one finds in big group 
shows these days. It is, perhaps, a bit didactic, but these are didactic times. With all the supporting 
councils and advisory panels that shows like this require, things need to be good for you in ways that 
can be defined by a committee in order to make the cut.

That doesn't mean they can't be interesting.

Mary Anderson has quoted from T.S. Eliot and Emily Dickinson. Lines from two poems are engraved 
on plaques that are fixed to park benches. One reads one walking in one direction on State Street, 
and the other going the opposite way. The abstracted language of the poetry is given real visual 
dimension by the experience of the park itself, and by the reader's passage from one side of the park 
to another.

Douglas Kornfeld has made a big semiotic field out of a tree and signs of trees. Familiar contexts are 
twisted out of place. He has placed 48 highway diamond caution signs in a grid that covers most of the 
area under a giant oak. The signs each bear identical stylized images of a tree. It is a play on how we 
define an area as special, impressing the cultural context of civil engineering onto the space defined 
by the tree.

Lucy Hodgson and John BonSignore have made works that are infused with nature itself rather than 
about nature. Both have a trace of the figure that arrives almost built into the materials they use. 
Hodgson's work uses big gnarled logs with the bark stripped off and carved and trimmed a bit. They 
are a little like dancers even they are presented pretty much the way they grew.

BonSignore's work is made from stones threaded over a metal pipe that holds them in an unnatural 
vertical stack. Shape and profile are produced by the unmodulated surface of the boulders. They look 
as if a New England stone wall decided to get up and dance.

Lin Lisberger has put her work high up in a tree. As has much of her work in the recent past, the piece 
is made from sticks that are shaped like ribs. The imagery comes from the natural visual affinity 
between sticks of wood and a bones. Strapped high on an oak, the collection of bits seems like the 
remains of some presence that once occupied the tree.

Beth Galstson's pieces are made from painted branches set on the ground in a relationship to tree 
trunks. Some are partly buried. Together, they form a mental map of the hidden part of the tree, the 
root system that lives out of sight underground. The whole work is a meditation on the seen and 
unseen, about the parts of nature that are outside normal perception.

James Calderwood has made a house-shaped cage with an easy chair inside it, an image as unsubtle 
as a stubbed toe. One can consider its literal ideas about domestic entrapment, but the implied social 
commentary is a bit subverted by the park squirrels that have taken to the chair stuffing.

Sam Shaw has made a number of floating sculptures that are moored in the duck pond. They have 
suffered from some technical problems. It was a good attempt at using the pond, with its slow feeling 
of change and reflected light, but this time around it hasn't quite worked out.

Leslie Wilcox has ``dressed'' a few of the trees in ``coats'' made from screening. It is as if the trees 
were wrapped in a diaphanous dressing gown. It is a kind of spirit anthropomorphism, giving the 
trees a costume that helps us identify with them as living things.

Steven Siegel's work is a mound made from old copies of this very newspaper, stacked vertically on a 
low berm of earth. Over time and rain, the papers have begun to fuse into cellulose mass, with 
enough print left to tell what they are. The shape and texture changes as the papers weather.

Of all the works, this one has the most literal, didactic message: Things change. Trees become paper. 
Take care of the environment. Be a good person. It made me feel like giving up recycling.

This show still feels like it was made by a committee, both in planning and selection. Still, it is big leap 
from last year's, because it's in the park and not on the street, and one can actually consider the work 
in peace. And there is some pretty interesting work. There was last year, too, but no one could see it.
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